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Abstract: Human intelligence is currently the dominant trend in stock market. This paper aims to build a model using Recurrent Neural 

Networks (RNN), Convolutional neural network (CNN) and especially Long-Short Term Memory model (LSTM) to predict future stock market 

values. The main objective of this paper is to analyze the performance of Machine learning algorithm in predicting stock price and analyze the 
accuracy obtained by various machine learning algorithms. Using this analysis in stock price prediction the result will be displayed in the form of 
table and graphical representation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Stock Market Prediction has been a critical area of research and is one of the trending applications of machine 

learning. Machine learning helps to discover the future value of company stocks, investment processes, and other assets. 

Several models provide a large number of methods that can be utilized with machine learning to predict an accurate 

value. This model uses the data efficiently to train and test the data, to give efficient results considering both weak and 

strong factors like open and close of the dataset. Machine learning models such as recurrent neural networks, long 

short-term memory, support vector machine, and convolutional neural network are seen to be used for effective 

statistics. Our paper aims to use an Machine Learning algorithm based on LSTM, RNN, and CNN to forecast the stock 

prices. The main  objective here is to obtain the most accurate stock price, to predict future values of nifty-fifty data. 

 

  

     2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Divit Karmiani[1] did Several case studies on stock price prediction shows that the choice of algorithms depends 

upon  parameters like time, variance and accuracy. If the requirement is high accuracy and low variance LSTM would 

be better choice compared to Backpropagation and SVM. 

 

Ashwini Kanade [2] built a framework using Long Short Term Memory machine learning algorithm and adaptive 

stock technical indicators for efficient forecasting by using various parameters obtained from the historical data set 

considered for a particular company. This algorithm works on historical data retrieved from Yahoo Finance. For 

prediction of share price using Long Short-Term Memory, the results will attempt to predict whether a stock price in 

the future will be higher or lower than it is on a given day to increase transparency among investors in the market. 

 

Xianghui Yuan [3] construct a better-integrated stock selection model based on different feature selection and 

nonlinear stock price trend prediction methods. In this paper, the features are selected by various feature selection 

algorithms, and the parameters of the machine learning-based stock price trend prediction models are set through 

time-sliding window cross- validation based on 8-year data of Chinese A-share market. Through the analysis of 

different integrated models, the model performs best when the random forest algorithm is used for both feature selection 

and stock price trend prediction. Based on the random forest algorithm, a long-short portfolio is constructed to 

validate the effectiveness of the best model. 
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Naman Arora [4] have demonstrated a machine learning approach (deep learning) to predict stock market trend using 

different neural networks. Results show how history data has been used to predict stock movement with reasonable 

accuracy. Also, with T test result analysis we can conclude that LSTM performs better in comparison to Back 

propagation and SVM. For this implementation, we can conclude that if we incorporate all the factors that affect 

performance of the stock and feed them to neural network with proper data preprocessing and filtering, after training 

the network we will be able to have a model which can predict stock momentum more accurately and precisely for 

the better idea of stock value so that firms may have increased profit ratio as compared to what is might be going 

currently at that time. This will also lead to more transparency regarding stock as it will be easier for firms to analyze 

loses and achieve great success. 

 

Isaac Kofi Nti [5] they introduced a novel “homogeneous” ensemble classifier (GASVM) based on Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) for feature-selection and optimization of SVM parameters for predicting 10-day-ahead price 

movement on the Ghana stock exchange (GSE). Accuracy metrics such as RMSE, MAE, AUC, Accuracy, Recall 

were compared, between proposed model (GASVM) and other state-of-the-art predictive models (DT, RF and NN). 

The GASVM showed a higher prediction accuracy of the GSE stock-price movement as compared with DT, RF and 

NN. The primary input of this study is the introduction of a GA as a feature selection mechanism to optimize the 

various design factors of the SVM simultaneously. This yielded evidence in the results obtained from the proposed 

model compared with the conventional SVM ensemble, random forest, decision trees, and neural network. 

 

Anshul Mittal [6] proposed to apply sentiment analysis and machine learning principles to find the correlation 

between ”public sentiment” and ”market sentiment”. they use twitter data to predict public mood and use the 

predicted mood and previous days’ DJIA values to predict the stock market movements. In order to test their results, 

they propose a new cross validation method for financial data and obtain 75.56% accuracy using Self Organizing 

Fuzzy Neural Networks (SOFNN)on the Twitter feeds and DJIA values from the period June 2009 to December 

2009. they also implement a naive portfolio management strategy based on their predicted values. their work is based 

on Bollen et al’s famous paper which predicted the same with 87% accuracy. 

 

       3. PROPOSED MODEL 

There are three main modules in the proposed model system 

1. Registration 

2. Stock Price Prediction 

3. Chatbot 

1. Registration: 

The Registration module will register users with User’s name, email and password. After the Registration is 

successful the user can login to the system. Once login, the user will be directed to home page. 

 

2. Stock Price Prediction: 

In the home page User will chose a company to invest in and upload the respective file in which it contains the 

stock price value of that company for last 10-15 years. This file will be taken as training data. Once system is 

trained user will get the predicted result of the stock price in the form of table and graphical representation for 

better understanding. 
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3. Chatbot: 

In Chatbot the new users can know about the process of stock market, what is stock market, definitions of 

attributes, the initial investment amount and the queries related to stock market will be answered in the chatbot. 

 

  

                 Fig.1 Front End System design 

                            
 

 
Fig.2 Back End System design 

 

                                     4. METHODOLOGY 
METHODS 

LSTM 

Long short- term memory (LSTM) block or network is advancement to the simple recurrent neural network which 

can be used as a building component or block for an eventually better serial analysis using the recurrent neural 

network. LSTM block itself a recurrent network as it contains recurrent connections like connections as in a 

conventional recurrent neural network. 

 Fig.3 LSTM Model Structure 
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LSTM Algorithm: 

def lstm_algo(self): 
 

yhat = model.predict(x_input, verbose=1) print("{} 

day output {}".format(i,yhat)) 

temp_input.append(yhat[0][0]) 

temp_input=temp_input[1:] #print(temp_input) 

lst_output.append(yhat[0][0]) 

i=i+1 else: 

x_input = x_input.reshape((1, n_steps, n_features)) yhat = 

model.predict(x_input, verbose=0) print(yhat[0]) 

temp_input.append(yhat[0][0]) 

lst_output.append(yhat[0][0]) i=i+1 

 

 

length = len(lst_output)+len(training_set)+1 a = 

np.arange(1,length) 

b = np.arange(len(training_set)) d1 = 

np.array(training_set) 

d2= np.array(lst_output) 

d3 = np.concatenate([d1,d2]) # plotting 
 

#plt.title("Line graph") 

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(7.2,4.8),dpi=65) 

plt.title("LSTM ") 

plt.xlabel("No of samples") 

plt.ylabel("Price") 

plt.plot(a, d3,label='Actual Price',color ="Red", linewidth=2) plt.plot(b, 

d1,label='Predicted Price',color ="Blue", linewidth=4) plt.legend(loc=4) 

plt.savefig('static/lstm_result.png') plt.close(fig) 

return lst_output 

 

 

RNN 

Recurrent Neural Networks are the class of Neural Networks where the units are recurrently connected. This allows 

them to use their internal memory for reclaiming the sequence of inputs, and to be used for handwritten recognition, 

manual generation, the stock request or speech recognition. Recurrent Neural Networks are used in this design since 

long- term dependences in the data need to be considered for the stock data. Due to the incapability of RNN to store 

the large amount of dataset using LSTM is a better option. And Long Short- Term Memory cells rather used traditional 

Neuron- similar cells. A truly significant interpretation of neural networks is honored as RNN, which is extensively 

employed in different problems. In a typical neural network, the input passes through some layers, and output is 

created.  
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                                    Fig.5 RNN Structure model 

RNN Algorithm: 

 
def rnn_algo(self): 

dat = self.name 

#df_train = pd.read_csv('Stock_Price_Train.csv') dataset = 

pd.read_csv('stocks data/'+self.name) test_loc = 

len(dataset)-int(len(dataset)*0.2)  

train = dataset.iloc[:test_loc] 

test = dataset.iloc[test_loc:]  

training_set = train.iloc[:, 2:3].values 

 # Feature Scaling 

from sklearn.preprocessing  

import MinMaxScaler  

sc =MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1)) 

training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)  

#Creating a data structure with xx timesteps and 1 output 

 X_train = [] 

y_train = [] 

for i in range(10,len(training_set)): 

X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-10:i, 0]) 

y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0]) 

X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train) 

 

For case, to predict stock request at a certain period, it's vital to observe the previous samples. RNN is named 

recurrent due to it does the same task for each item of a sequence when the output is related to the prior computed 

values. As another important point, RNN has a specific memory, which stores previous computed information for a 

long time. 

 

CNN 

 
In deep learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN or ConvNet) is a class of artificial neural network (ANN), 

utmost generally applied to analyze visual imagery. CNNs are also known as Shift Invariant or Space Invariant 

Artificial Neural Networks (SIANN), grounded on the partook- weight structure of the complication kernels or 

purifiers that slide along input features and give restatement- equivariant responses known as point charts. Counter-

intuitively, utmost convolutional neural networks aren't steady to restatement, due to the down sampling operation 

they apply to the input. They've operations in image and videotape recognition, recommender systems, image 

category, image segmentation, medical image analysis, natural language processing, brain – computer interfaces, and 

monetary time series. 
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Fig.6 CNN Structure Model 

 
CNN algorithm: 

 
 def cnn_algo(self): 

     data = self.name 

     dataset = pd.read_csv('dataset/'+self.name) 

     training_set = dataset.iloc[:, 2].values 

     # split a univariate sequence into samples 

     def split_sequence(sequence, n_steps): 

         X, y = list(), list() 

         for i in range(len(sequence)): 

             # find the end of this pattern 

             end_ix = i + n_steps 

             # check if we are beyond the sequence 

             if end_ix > len(sequence)-1: 

                 break 

             # gather input and output parts of the pattern 

             seq_x, seq_y = sequence[i:end_ix], sequence[end_ix] 

             X.append(seq_x) 

             y.append(seq_y) 

         return np.array(X), np.array(y) 

 

 
CNNs use moderately little pre-processing compared to other image classification algorithms. This means that the 

network learns to optimize the purifiers (or kernels) through automated learning, whereas in traditional algorithms 

these purifiers are hand- manipulated. 

 

DATASET 

 

The data in this paper consist the data is the price history and trading volumes of the fifty stocks in the index NIFTY 

50 from NSE (National Stock Exchange) India. All datasets are at a day-level with pricing and trading values split 

across .CVS files for each stock along with a metadata file with some macro-information about the stocks itself. The 

data spans from 1st January, 2000 to 30th April, 2021. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

LSTM, CNN, RNN algorithms are used to train and predict the Stock Price. The LSTM recurrent layer consists of 

memory units called as LSTM (). A fully connected layer that often goes around LSTM layers is used for outputting 

a prediction and is called as Dense (). By transforming a dataset using the function reshape () in NumPy.  
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        Fig.7 Data Flow Diagram (Level 0) 

 

The most crucial step when starting with ML is to have dataset that we have collected from Kaggle. The collected 

data is a raw form which can’t be directly fed into the machine. Here data pre-processing will takes place. Next the 

pre-processed data is ready for data preparation. The large amount of data will be allocated for training (80%) and 

rest of the data will be tested (20%). After the data is trained and tested the model is saved. For example if user gives a 

specific company name like Asian paints this query will be pre-processed in the dataset that is only on Asian paints. 

This pre- processed data will be given to the model, Then accuracy and prediction will be tested. Those query results 

will be given back to the user.  

 
 

 

                          
 

                      

  
                                               Fig.8 Data Flow Diagram (Level 1) 
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                                                 Fig.9 Nifty50 dataset  
  
 

5. RESULTS 
 

 
                           Fig.10 Stock market home page 

 

The home page of the stock market price prediction has three options i.e predict_future_price 

      NIFTY50 company, chatbot. 
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                                                            Fig.11 stock market prediction company selection 

 

For predicting the future price of the stock, the user will have to select the file of the particular company and from the 

folder and upload the file for which company they want to check the future predicted price for the next 10 days. In 

order to predict future stock price the user will select the particular file from the database and upload the file. 

 

  

 
           Fig.12 predicted output at the range of 10 days 

 
After uploading the file with respect to chosen company the user will get the predicted analysis price in form of 

table that for a particular duration of time using LSTM and CNN Algorithm. 
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    Fig.13 Graph printed According to the Attributes which selected from dataset 

 

      The graph is used to represents future price for easy understanding by the user.  

 

In Automated chatbot the users query regarding any process about stock prediction and any questions regarding 

the attributes like open, high and other attributes will be provided. 

 

 

Fig.14 stock market chatbot 

 

           

          6. CONCLUSION 

 
Various Machine Learning based models are used for predicting the daily trend of Market stocks. In this paper we 

have been utilized the algorithm like LSTM and RNN, CNN on the Nifty fifty companies’ dataset. These 

techniques have shown an improvement in the accuracy of predictions, thereby yielding positive results. Using 

the above Machine Learning techniques in the prediction of stocks have yielded promising results. It has led to 

the conclusion that it is possible to predict stock price with more accuracy and efficiency using machine learning 

techniques. For the proposed system, the data is collected from various global financial markets and used along 

with Machine Learning algorithms to predict the variation in the stock prices. LSTM algorithm works on the 

large dataset value and provides better numerical results suggesting higher efficiency. Currently, this model can 

be successfully hosted on a web server and it can serve as a virtual stock market trading platform. 
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7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

 
In the future, the stock market prediction system can be further improved by utilizing a much bigger dataset than 

the one being utilized currently. This would help to increase the accuracy of our prediction models. Furthermore, 

other Machine Learning model can also be analyzed for their accuracy rate. This application can be used to 

retrieve the current market scenario at any given point of time and allows a user to trade virtual money using real 

time data. By analyzing historical data as well as user's portfolio, the proposed system guides the user to buy 

stocks by predicting future trends in the stock market on a day-to-day basis. In future for better graphical 

representation of graph User Interfaces libraries can be used.  
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